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EPHS Blood Drive
EPHS CTC Health Occupations partners with the
RI Blood Center to coordinate a successful event.
Ms. Martin's Pre-Nursing students earned important
work-based learning experience in doing a masterful job
organizing, advertising, and staffing the blood drive in the
Ramos Gymnasium at EPHS on Friday.
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In preparation for the Drive, the Health Occ. students
visited PE & Health, Social Studies, and other classes

6/3/22

making presentations on the importance of donating blood,
and signing students up to donate. Before the drive began on
Friday morning, all student slots were filled and faculty

UNDERCLASSMEN EXAMS

were invited to drop in to give. After all he arms were
bandaged, the Blood center had collected 48 pints of blood;
enough to save 144 lives. Great Job Ms. Martin and crew!!
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What's Happening at the CTC
Congratulations to Mr. Heatherton and all students
in the Electrical Technology Program as the RI CTE
Board of Trustees voted unanimously in favor of
accreditation for the program.

Congratulations to Mrs. Piros, a 2022 NCWIT

"If you can't fly, then
run. If you can't run,
then walk. If you can't
walk, then crawl. But by
all means, KEEP
MOVING FORWARD"
-Martin Luther King Jr.

Aspirations in Computing (AiC) Educator Award
recipient! Mrs Piros was selected from more than 138
applicants from 43 states. The AiC Educator Award
identifies exemplary educators who play a pivotal
role in encouraging 9th-12th grade female students
to explore their interest in computing and
technology. Since 2011, more than 800 educators
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have been recognized and have received more than
$236,000 in professional development funding to
improve their computing education skills.

The EPHS CTC is a partner in the RI Blue Economy
Technology Cluster (RI BETC) coalition. The
coalition is competing for a massive federal grant to
develop the South Quay site in East Providence as an
Offshore Wind Terminal. If this project is approved
it would bring wrokbased learning experiences for
our students and potential employment to our
graduates. Check out their website
http://www.ribetc.org/.
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